Novel approaches to treat asymptomatic, hormone-naive patients with rising prostate-specific antigen after primary treatment for prostate cancer.
Biochemical-only recurrent prostate cancer presents the ideal setting for assessing novel agents or approaches for prostate cancer treatment. There is no clear evidence that delay in initiation of more definitive androgen-deprivation therapy is harmful, and a simple blood test--the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level--is readily available to screen for potential antineoplastic activity. Current novel approaches include vaccines, cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors, selective apoptotic antineoplastic drugs, endothelin-A receptor antagonists, chemotherapy, vitamin D, and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma agonists. In this screening process, certain therapies have emerged as delaying PSA progression or decelerating PSA velocity. These therapies, such as the COX-2 inhibitors, will need to proceed to phase 3 trials to answer the more important question of whether this change in PSA dynamics translates into improved survival. Patients enrolling in these trials need to be clearly informed of the limited expectations of these novel exploratory approaches.